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Beyond NEPA and Earth Day: 
Reconstructing the Past and 
Envisioning a Future for 
Environmentalism 
Presented as the Plenary Address to the Bi-ennial Meeting 
of the American Society for Environmental History, 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
March 8, 1995 
By Robert Gottlieb 
University of California, Los Angeles 
It seems opportune, on this the 25th anniversary year for both the first 
Earth Day as well as the passage of the National Environmental Policy 
Act, that a meeting of the American Society for Environmental History 
address the significance of those two threshold events. In doing so, 
there is the obvious need to look at their immediate historical context; 
the events, the social movements, and the policy and political debates 
of the late 1960s that influenced their coming to pass. 
For many, there will likely be interest in evaluating what has 
taken place in the twenty-five years since NEPA was signed into law by 
a reluctant Richard Nixon and hundreds of thousands of citizens took 
to the streets in communities across the country to declare their varied 
commitments to the environment. One such kind of evaluation took 
place on the occasion of Earth Day 1990, when the press became filled 
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with stories containing check lists of environmental performance: had 
the air become dirtier or cleaner; the oceans more or less polluted; were 
population growth rates climbing or slowing down, and so forth? 
While NEPA never gained the prominence of Earth Day for the press or 
the public, the continuous flow of evaluations about NEPA 
implementation established a minifield of environmental policy analysis. 
What this concept of "historical checklist" tends to suggest is 
that the birth of the contemporary environmental movement and the 
parallel rise of an environmental policy system should be traced to 
those turbulent months of 1970 and the series of events both proceeding 
and immediately following them. Thus stated, we are presented with a 
kind of environmental demarcation point, a before and after in 
Environmental History. Through this divide we see a pre-1970 
"conservationism" or "preservationism" concerned with protection 
and/or management of the natural environment and its resource base, 
and a post-1970 environmentalism concerned with both issues of the 
natural environment, species protection or wetlands preservation, and 
urban and industrial pollution, clean air, clean water, and hazardous 
waste. Similarly, with the passage that year of NEPA, the Clean Air Act, 
and the Resource Recovery Act as well as the establishment of the 
Environmental Protection Agency, 1970 is seen by many as the launching 
date for a federally constructed environmental policy system based on 
legislation, rule making, enforcement, litigation, and administrative 
agency activity. 
I would suggest that such a view of the environmental 
movement and of the centrality and significance of the environmental 
policy system of the past two-and-one-half decades can be misleading 
about the present, offers too narrow a view in addressing the past, and 
establishes, at best, only an incrementalist perspective about the future, 
a perspective that is today set in relief against Gingrichian onslaughts 
and doomsday scenarios. We need, instead, to think about events such 
as Earth Day, or legislation such as NEPA, as constituting more complex 
moments in the evolution of environmentalism. This perspective on 
NEPA and Earth Day as complex, evolving events also helps situate 
environmentalism itself as a movement or set of movements with 
distinctive roots and multiple forms of organization and perspective, 
both past and present. Each of these, I would argue, are embedded in 
the social, or the urban and industrial sphere, connecting natural 
environments, human environments, and daily life. 
This view introduces a new set of historical environmental 
players and movements or reinterprets the actions and perspectives of 
those long defined as the legitimate "pre-1970" environmentalists. It 
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includes Bob Marshall, the People's Forester, whose vision of protected 
wilderness was directly associated with his vision of social justice.' It 
recognizes the contribution of Ellen Swallow Richards, who introduced 
into this country as early as the 1880s the concept of "ecology", by 
placing it in its urban and household dimensions, as food and nutrition, 
air quality and water quality, sewage and sanitation. Richards"science 
of controllable environment" also provides direct lineage to those self- 
defined "municipal housekeeping" movements of the turn of the 
century who focused on the myriad of urban infrastructure concerns 
that plagued the Industrial city.2 
Within this reconstruction of environmentalismmustbe located 
the indomitable Jane Addams, whose 19th ward in Chicago became 
emblematic of the hazards of the urban and industrial environment. It 
was Addams who sought to empower working people and community 
residents suffering in such places as the garment manufacturing "sweats" 
tucked away in tenements or the foul landscapes bordering areas like 
Packingtown in the industrial ghettos of Chicago. Addams recognized, 
in those communities and workplaces, a state of environmental as well 
as economic immiseration. It was Addams who urged Progressives to 
recognize the singular importance of such environmental hazards in 
daily life, and to create programs to ensure what she called the "certain 
minimal requirements of well-being" in the Industrial City. I 
Advocates addressing the environmental issues of urban form 
also need to be represented in this reconstructed view. They can be 
found through such figures as Lewis Mumford, Benton MacKaye, 
Catherine Bauer and the regional planning movement they founded in 
the 1920s. Mumford and his colleagues spoke of needing to make the 
earth more habitable for those who inhabit it. In the process, they 
distinguished between what they called the "overcity", with its cycles 
of ecological imbalance, reaching further and further for water, fuel, 
food, building materials, and areas for waste and sewage disposal, in 
contrast with what MacKaye called the "cosmopolitan city of scale", 
where jobs and housing would be in greater balance, where roadless 
highways would complement recreation trails consisting of wild 
reservations, and where the potential for community living and 
cooperative food raising would also suggest a reintegration of city and 
countryside, or of urban and natural environments.4 
Advocates addressing the issues of workplace and class, of 
gender, or of race and ethnicity, also have a central place within this 
view of environmentalism. Most noteworthy perhaps is the figure of 
Alice Hamilton, whom I described in my book Forcing the Spring as the 
country's first great urban-industrial environmentalist.5 
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Alice Hamilton has remained, until recently, a nearly invisible 
figure in environmentalmovementhistories, despite her anticipation of 
so many contemporary environmental themes. She was a physician 
who sought to understand the connections between environment and 
disease. She was a researcher and scientist who defined her field of 
study as the real conditions and real consequences stemming from 
hazardous working conditions and the use of hazardous products. She 
was a woman who helped invent the field of occupational medicine and 
established the link between industrial activities and worker and 
environmental health at a time when such a field was seen by the 
medical establishment as exhibiting feminine "sentimentality or 
radicalism." In these arenas and others, Alice Hamilton emerged at the 
forefront of what today would be characterized as struggles over 
hazardous workplaces, environmental racism, gender discrimination, 
access to information or a worker's or community's right to know, 
empowerment strategies based on the necessity of organizing powerless 
constituencies, and a deep and abiding passion for both the issues of 
health and environment and the need to build a unified movement to 
address those questions coherently and collectively.6 
Hamilton, for example, pushed the concept of "no safe 
threshold" when she did battle against DuPont and Standard Oil and 
the Ethyl Corporation in their unrelenting campaign in the 1920s to 
introduce leaded gasoline onto the market as a "war order priority," as 
one of the DuPonts put it.7 For Hamilton, exposures in the workplace 
could not be separated from the problem of what was released into the 
ambient environment, and vice versa, a crucial insight that still eludes 
many policymakers as well as movement advocates. 
These unknown or lesser known figures of environmentalism 
likeAlice Hamilton, Catherine Bauer,JaneAddams oreven Bob Marshall, 
are represented quite differently (or often remain absent) in most 
environmental histories, in contrast with such well-known, historical 
icons of environmentalism as John Muir or Gifford Pinchot. Yet 
Hamilton and the others require recognition for their rightful place in 
environmental history, not only in terms of their significant views and 
activities, but as a matter of definition: namely, that U.S. 
environmentalism, in its more than 100-year history, needs to be seen 
as a response to and indeed an extension of the changes to landscape 
and society wrought by urban and industrial forces. Thus, even when 
exploring the roots of environmentalism exclusively in terms of such 
conflicts as management or wise use versus protection or preservation, 
those same movements and ideas can also be seen as having been 
powerfully influenced and ultimately framed by those same, often 
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ignored, urban and industrial forces. This included the timber industry's 
effective depletion of the forests, the technology and market changes in 
hard rock and metal mining, the management of livestock on the range 
as an extension of a regional, then national, and ultimately global food 
system, the building of dams and ditches and power plants that 
concentrated landholdings and facilitated rapid urban growth, and the 
emergence of, and eventual industrialization and chemicalization of 
irrigated agriculture. All these activities and the movements they 
engendered were responding to many of the same urban and industrial 
activities and disputes that gave rise to the environmentalism of the 
Alice Hamiltons and the Jane Addams and the Lewis Mumfords in the 
early part of the century. 8 
This perspective on environmentalist roots also provides a 
framework for rethinking the question of whether NEPA and Earth Day 
constitute movement and poLicy points of demarcation. NEPA, for one, 
was seen by some of its authors and Congressional sponsors as a unique 
piece of legislation, drawing on a conception of environmental protection 
as distinct from other policy frameworks, such as cost-benefit analysis, 
or the intricate political and distributional maneuvers that characterized 
resource policy. Sen. Henry Jackson's chief advisor on the drafting of 
NEPA, the University of Indiana's Lynton Caldwell, situated NEPA's 
origins in the context of what he called "a popular effort to redirect the 
priorities of the federal agencies-to force them in pursuit of their 
missions to take account of public concern for the quality of the 
environment."9 Caldwell, in turn, traced these efforts to the 1965 White 
House Conference on Natural Beauty. For Caldwell, as well as for a 
number of contemporary environmental analysts like Sam Hays, quality 
of the environment was at once "aesthetic" and located in the domain 
of "consumption."'0 In this context, scenic resources could not and 
should not be quantified in the manner of cost-benefit analysis utilized 
by agencies such as the Bureau of Reclamation or the Corps of Engineers, 
whose deliberations were seen as subject to political manipulation. 
Environmental, that is, "natural environment" values and the 
corresponding conservation/preservation or "recreation" movements 
were identified as in the public interest, and thus needed tobe evaluated 
by "scientific analysis," as opposed to a process influenced by interest 
group politics." As a consequence, in the various drafts of NEPA, the 
need for a Council on Environmental Quality was posed as distinct 
from, though parallel to, at least in terms of bureaucratic status, the 
existing Council of Economic Advisors.'2 
NEPA didn't entirely separate issues of natural and human 
environment, as the concept of "pollution control" figured directly in 
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the debates that took place prior to its enactment and was ultimately 
incorporated into the language of the legislation itself. But, in establishing 
a "national environmental policy," "pollution" issues, that is, impacts 
on urban and industrial environments, were considered of secondary 
importance to such questions as the need to protect scenic resources or 
the need for an appropriate, "scientific" evaluation of any resource 
development. The crucial debate over "environmental impact statement" 
requirements that preoccupied the 91st Congress was less over the 
reach of such statements into the urban and industrial domain than the 
authority such statements would assume in decision-makingby federal 
agencies whose activities impacted the natural environment. Thus, NEPA 
established a separate domain for "environmental protection," defined 
as protection of scenic resources, than that for control and management 
of the urban and industrial environment, situated subsequently in 
separate and discrete administrative and regulatory units for workplace 
(through the Occupational Safety and HealthAdministration), consumer 
products (through the Consumer Products Safety Commission), and 
environment (through the Environmental Protection Agency). 
This divisioninto separateunitsforregulation and policymaking 
paralleled the kinds of distinctions and divisions that emerged between 
groups and movements. In the congressional hearings that took place 
in the months before NEPA's passage, for example, nearly all those 
testifying-whether scientists, agency officials, or conservationists- 
focused on how to interJect into the legislation the environmental 
values of "protection," or "when to say that there are limits not to be 
transgressed" 13as part of the framework for agency decision-making, 
as David Brower put it at one Congressional Hearing. The bruising 
battles over Dinosaur National Monument, passage of the Wilderness 
Act, and the proposed hydro facility in the Grand Canyon that had been 
part of the Central Arizona Project package of facilities served as 
background to the NEPA debates and for a conservationist movement 
that sought to craft a new identity amidst the activism and social 
turbulence of the era. These scenic resource protection battles, despite 
rhetoric about equivalent concerns for "the shape and character of the 
cities as [much as for] the state of wilderness," as Secretary of Interior 
Stewart Udall said of NEPA's legislative intent, 14were driving the 
legislative process and establishing, for advocacy groups as well, a 
division of interest in defining what constituted a "national 
environmental policy." 
One of the few voices to explore an urban and particularly an 
industrial focus in the NEPA debates was Anthony Mazzochi, then the 
legislative director of the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers Union 
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(OCAW). Mazzochi argued that one could not confront "the 
environmental problem without dealing with the place from which the 
contaminants emanate." 15 Referring to OCAW's series of conferences 
held during 1969 which sought to provide a forum for workers to 
identify the kinds of hazards they experienced on the job, Mazzochi 
defined the framework for a new environmental policy in two crucial 
ways: the centrality of the industrial experience in the development of 
environmentalcontamination problems, and thatany suchpolicyrequired 
a shift in the burden of proof in assessing the environmental and health 
impacts of any new substance introduced by industry.'6 
Six months later, in November 1969, Mazzochi testified again 
at congressional hearings, this time regarding proposed legislation that 
was subsequently passed the next year as the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act. At these Hearings, Mazzochi sought to shift the debate from 
the preoccupation with occupational hazard (primarily defined in 
terms of "worker safety" and accident prevention) to the question of 
environmental hazard, which, according to Mazzochi, represented the 
"more profound problem." In discussing the environment, Mazzochi 
insisted, the workplace could not be "separated from the community at 
large," since the pollutants created inside the workplace, as Alice 
Hamilton had noted more than forty years previously, also found their 
way into the environment at large.17 
Mazzochi's arguments, in both the OSHA and particularly the 
NEPA deliberations, were never pursued, either by congressional 
sponsors or by most of the advocates then engaged in efforts to pass 
such legislation. At the OSHA hearings, in fact, not one representative 
from any of the major conservationist groups, nor any from the newly 
formed professional, staff-based environmental organizations such as 
the Environmental Defense Fund and the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, gave testimony nor demonstrated significant interest in 
workplace environment issues. Environment remained a divided 
concem in the policy realm and among environmental advocates who 
continued to distinguish between protection and contamination. Such 
divisions became a bit more problematic with the sudden explosion of 
media interest, grassroots activity, and symbolic action that culminated 
with the events of April 22, 1970. 
Twenty-five years later, the first Earth Day remains a bit 
opaque and somewhat contradictory in terms of identifying its role in 
the evolution of environmentalism, despite its considerable status as a 
presumed demarcation point in environmental history. For example, 
Gaylord Nelson's frame of reference, in initially proposing the concept 
of a national environmental teach-in, was more directly associated with 
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conservationist/protectionist discourse. A Senator and former governor 
of Wisconsin, the state that produced Aldo Leopold and John Muir, 
who had seen his place as champion of environmental protection 
largely eclipsed by the intrigue and maneuvering over NEPA by 
Senators Muskie and Jackson, Nelson wished to channel the activism of 
the period towards what he characterized as the "most critical issue 
facing Mankind," one which Nelson saw as clearly dwarfing such 
issues as Vietnam, racism, nuclear war, decaying cities, orhunger."8 The 
Harvard law student he hired, Denis Hayes, was also preoccupied with 
the activism of the period, and wished to promote an event that was at 
once tamer and potentially more consensus-building than Vietnam- 
style protests, but which nevertheless evoked the rhetoric and concerns 
of the 60s movements. "Our goal is not to clean the air while leaving 
slums and ghettos, nor is it to provide a healthy world for oppression 
and war. We wish to make the probability of life greater, and the quality 
of life higher," Hayes proclaimed at a press conference promoting Earth 
Day events.19 
The term "quality of life" was key to the discourse associated 
with the unfolding events leading up to and taking place on Earth Day 
itself. For a number of '60s activists, "quality of life" signified problems 
of daily life, whether related to the job, to community life, to consumption, 
to social or race and gender relations, or to the environment as abroader 
category encompassing such arenas as work, home, community, or 
extraurban "Nature." Late 1960s environmental activists could be 
found, not in the Sierra Club or the National Wildlife Federation or even 
the Environmental Defense Fund which employed some of the hothouse 
rhetoric of the period ("sue the bastards" was an early EDF battle cry)20, 
but in local "Ecology Action" groups, or communal "affinity groups," 
or, to use Newt Gingrich's favorite expression, in the "counterculture." 
"Where there's pollution there's profit," the '60s activists insisted,2' 
arguing that changes needed to occur both in terms of values as well as 
institutions. As one example, hundreds of recycling or ecology centers 
were established literally overnight as cultural places, where ideas and 
practice-elaborating the new life style-could be joined.22 The 
environment didn't need protection, the activists asserted, it needed 
transforming. 
For the conservationists, the media interest in environment as 
pollution or as quality of life, and particularly the association of '60s- 
style activism and concems with what was being called the new 
environmental or ecology movement, was disturbing, if not threatening. 
These were groups whose members ("consumers of the natural 
environment," as the National Wildlife Federation's Thomas Kimball 
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put it)23 wanted to protect a life style based on appreciation of scenic 
resources or untouched wilderness. For the conservationists, Earth Day 
was at best an ambiguous event, welcomed because it appeared to 
reinforce, in light of NEPA's passage, the concept of an environment 
needing protection, but troublesome because it also drew attention to 
"approaches other than those the traditional movement has pioneered 
and knows best," as a Sierra Club vice president put it.24 
The conservationists, David Brower's letter writing and ad 
campaigns notwithstanding, were also not activists; that is, they were 
not concerned with social action, nor did they see themselves as 
constituting a social movement. Thus, the form as well as the content of 
Earth Day activities suggested differences, differences which also 
extended among participants as well as interpreters of the events. For 
those who sought a consensus-building action, Earth Day was like a 
parade, filled with color and pageantry, bringing together citizen, 
public official, and corporate executive alike. For those who saw Earth 
Day as heralding a new movement, or at least one associated with or 
drawing inspiration from already existing movements, Earth Day 
represented a form of direct action, such as the sit-ins at the University 
of Oregon that fused anti-war and environmental protests and ultimately 
led to the university administration's commitment o seekenvironmental 
innovation on as well as off campus. 25 
In this intense period of activism and social movement birth 
and/ or redefinition, the debate over how to interpret the significance of 
Earth Day ultimately came to overshadow the significance of the event 
itself in helping define the evolution of environmentalism. The fear of 
environmentalism defined as social movement, shared by the Sierra 
Club, TimeMagazine, and Richard Nixon, among others, helped promote 
an interpretation of Earth Day as "problem solving" rather than as 
transformative; consensus-building rather than as challenging or change- 
oriented; technically rather than socially focused. In Nixon's 
environment-oriented January 1970 State of the Union message and in 
the administration's subsequent legislative initiatives, the president 
embraced the notion that environmental problems were interconnected 
contamination problems, but then framed them as discrete or media- 
specific problems requiring management and control strategies, 
particularly through what later came to be called an "end-of-pipe," 
technology-based approach. 26 Time Magazine, similarly, in its special 
feature on the environment prior to Earth Day, defined environmental 
problems as "technical and mechanical problems that involve processes, 
flows, things." "And the American genius seems to run that way," the 
magazine happily announced, while decrying efforts that sought to link 
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those problems to such factors as race, class, or industry structure.27 
Thus, by placing environmental action within this technical domain, 
Earth Day became, through this interpretation, a call for attention to 
technique, in arenas where scientists and engineers prevailed, and 
where, as my colleague Margaret FitzSimmons once put it, you needed 
to be an expert to be an environmentally concemed citizen.28 
It was when environment became technique and 
environmentalism became an association of experts or professionals, as 
it was increasingly defined during the 1970s and 1980s, that the view of 
Earth Day (and, parenthetically, of NEPA) as constituting a point of 
demarcation in both movement and policy terms, also took hold. 
Pollution as well as protection were now a part of the accepted terrain 
of environmental activity, but it was activity framed by expertise. 
Within a decade, each of the major environmental organizations, whether 
the traditionalists like the Sierra Club or the National Audubon Society 
or Bob Marshall and Aldo Leopold and Benton MacKaye's Wilderness 
Society, or the new lawyer/scientist/lobbying groups like EDF, NRDC, 
or the Environmental Policy Institute, or even such a movement- 
oriented group (and original Earth Day sponsor) like Environmental 
Action, were reconstituted into professional, staff-based, policy-system 
oriented organizations, all too often engrossed in the details of science 
and technique and the forms of environmentalmanagement hat treated 
contamination or protection issues as problems to be solved, not 
institutions or values to be changed. 
This professional, or mainstream environmentalism, as I call it 
in Forcing the Spring, did not, by any means, fully constitute what was 
considered environmentalism. Local, issue-oriented, citizen-based 
groups still proliferated, whether focused on questions of contamination 
or protection. Efforts were also made to continue the traditions of 1960s 
activism and the development of social movements, whether concerned 
with nuclear power, toxics in the community, occupational health, or 
right-to-know and democratic participation concerns. 
By the 1980s, the locals were becoming increasingly alienated 
from, and even hostile to the activities of the mainstream groups, 
despiteearlier affinities and apresumed commonenvironmental agenda. 
This was particularly true in the area of anti-toxics activity where the 
community-based groups, addressing directly issues of place, were 
often hostile to the search for new techniques (for example, high 
temperature incineration facilities) when such techniques became 
themselves the source of environmental protest.29 This division was 
further intensified by issues of gender, race, and class, where movements 
of housewives, or of poor rural residents, or from communities of color 
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were finding less and less common ground with the big, national 
organizations who spoke the language of policy and expertise, while 
also claiming to speak on behalf of the locals as well. There were also 
those, like Ralph Nader and his associations of public interest students 
and professionals or the direct action commandos of Greenpeace, who 
sought to bridge the gulf between citizen engagement and professional, 
expertise-oriented activity. But the Naders and the Greenpeaces were 
the exception rather than the rule and never fully succeeded in 
overcoming the growing mistrust. Environmentalism increasingly 
came to represent a divide between groups, issues, and levels of 
participation. 
This current divide in environmentalism has, to be sure, some 
historical reference. During the progressive era, as Samuel P. Hays and 
others have shown us, conservationism itself divided along lines 
concerning the role of expertiseand the crafting of technical solutions 
in managing environmental problems.30 But within the discourse of 
progressivism, there also resided a powerful democratic impulse 
associated with concepts like empowerment and social reform. The 
expert is the citizen, proclaimed those like Jane Addams and Alice 
Hamilton who saw solutions based on the capacity of citizens to 
organize into social movements. Both Hamilton, a physician, and 
Addams, the social reformer, were wedded to the uses of science to 
identify and better understand the nature of environmental hazards 
present in everyday life. Like the environmental justice activists today, 
Hamilton and Addamsbelieved that change was a community function, 
and that environmentalism, as they situated it, was not about technique, 
but the intersection of science, policy, and democratic action. 31 
The importance of understanding such roots in sorting out 
today's complex and increasingly divisive environmentalism represents 
more than what is often derisively and unfortunately called an "academic 
exercise." As I've argued, there are today essentially two broad 
categories of environmental activity, a mainstream and an alternative 
environmentalism. Mainstream environmentalism remains focused on 
policy and power, on accomplishing change by helping construct, 
influence, and watchdog the environmental policy system it has become 
so much a part of since the days of NEPA. Mainstream environmentalism 
is national and global in its reach, and as a professional movement of 
experts who are advocates- lawyers, scientists, lobbyists, economists, 
policy people-it has also tended to remain white and comfortable in 
addressing the centers of power, whether in the executive branch, 
Congress, the courts, or the press. Alternative environmentalists, on the 
other hand, focus on people and on place. They accomplish change by 
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being ornery, argumentative, mistrustful, and by mobilizing their base, 
often against one or another dimension of that same environmental 
policy system. As locals, they are often neighborhood-oriented in their 
reach, and have been episodic or single issue-oriented, at least in their 
origins. Alternative environmentalists are often led by women. Many 
have assumed the mantle of environmental justice, including, notably, 
those who are environmentalists of color. The greatest concern of the 
alternative environmentalists has not been the shifting vagaries of 
policy, as with the "unholy trinity" of unfunded mandates, risk 
assessment, and takings that dominate the Washington scene today, 
but with the very act of survival itself. This survival strategy, in turn, 
stems from limited resources and the powerful tendencies in the society 
to marginalize grass roots mobilization.32 
This categorization into mainstream and alternative 
environmentalism can also be useful in helping describe what is lacking 
in both sets of movements and in locating the intersections where a 
broader and more compelling environmentalism could conceivably 
take root. Mainstream environmentalists need to connect with 
experience and community. Expertise needs to flow both ways and be 
embedded in the conditions of daily life. Alternative environmentalists, 
on the other hand, need to draw on and connect with the resources of 
mainstream environmentalism and understand that the "local" cannot 
standinisolationfrommovements for change as a whole. Environmental 
justice must also be affirming a vision, and broaden its agenda to be able 
to include such crucial concerns as community food security or industrial 
restructuring. Linkages are needed between issues of human and 
natural environments, between workplace and community, between 
mainstream and alternative, between different parts of a complex 
movement. Finally, environmentalism needs to reclaim a history that 
provides continuity, that doesn't create demarcation points which only 
reinforce division, and that allows environmentalism to pursue its own 
"long march through the institutions"33 as German Green founder and 
1960s activist Rudi Dutschke once proclaimed. It needs to challenge, at 
each stage of such a journey, the conditions and the structures and the 
environmental miseries that laid the groundwork for the emergence of 
environmentalism in the first place. To paraphrase a slogan from the era 
of Earth Day, "The struggle to remake the movement has just begun." 
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